Returns Options
on the Self
Loan Station

FE TECHNOLOGIES RETURNS OPTIONS ON THE SLS

The FE Technologies Self Loan Station has a versatile yet
simple and easy items returns system designed for all patrons.
The returns options have been designed to suit libraries who
wish to give their patrons self-returns as well as self-loans.
No longer is there need for complex and expensive returns
and sorting products – your Self Loan Station will let your
patrons do the returns in your library without visiting the
service desk.

• Patron Returns – By selecting “return items” from the main menu,
patrons can return multiple items at a time. A list of the returned items
is displayed and an optional receipt is provided. The items are checked
back in to the LMS and instantly removed from the patron’s account
allowing them to borrow again immediately.
• Patron Sort – This option allows patrons to actually conduct a basic sort
of items, saving staff time during the processing of returns. Patrons are
instructed to place one item at a time on the Self Loan Station and the
item is instantly read and checked back in to the LMS. It will display a
sort option for the patron, such as “Place item in the green bin” with a
green arrow pointing to the left, for example, or “Place item in the red
bin” with a red arrow pointing to the right. In this way, you can conduct
a sort of items to be returned to the shelf vs items that are exceptions.
Or you could point patrons to place items in a shelving trolley or tote –
the screen interactions are completely customisable.

We’d love to discuss library RFID and its benefits with you and your team. We
can gladly set up a demonstration of our products at your premises, arrange
a tour of our site, or a visit to one of our up and running RFID libraries.

Give us a call:
Send us an email:
Or visit our website:

1 300 731 991
enquiries@fetechgroup.com
www.fetechgroup.com

